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“Soccer interest in the US has grown tremendously. You could tell
by the fan response during our summer tour and rising interest in
Bayern around the US. We are here to engage those fans and to help
continue to grow the sport through grassroots initiatives like our
youth partnership with GPS.”
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FC Bayern and GPS –
A partnership for the future of
youth development in the US
In November of 2014, FC Bayern Munich and Global Premier Soccer
(GPS) announced an extensive partnership that will bring the knowledge
and experience of Bayern’s famed Youth Academy to the United States.
The grassroots initiative is a major step in FC Bayern’s commitment to
engage the wider US soccer community. As part of the partnership, FC
Bayern will provide GPS with its development knowledge, including its
coaches, curriculum, official uniforms, and most importantly, the
principles and culture of what has made them so successful.
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BIO
Paul Breitner (born 5 September 1951 in Kolbermoor, Bavaria) is a
former professional German footballer. One of Germany’s most
celebrated players, he earned 48 caps for West Germany.
He was known for his partnerships with Franz Beckenbauer and Berti
Vogts in defence for the German national team, and his midfield
combination with Karl-Heinz Rummenigge for Bayern.
Breitner was an integral part of the West Germany team that won the
1974 FIFA World Cup, scoring in the final. He also scored in the final of
the 1982 World Cup, making him one of only four players to have scored
in two different World Cup final matches, the others being Pelé, Vavá and
Zinédine Zidane.
One of the greatest German players of all time, Breitner was named in
the FIFA World Cup All-Time Team and was named by Pelé one of the top
125 greatest living footballers at a FIFA Awards ceremony in 2004.
FC BAYERN HONORS
5 time Bundesliga winner
Europen Cup Winner (1973-74)

Through the partnership with GPS, FC Bayern coaches will be in the US
on a regular basis to facilitate a real know-how transfer as well as
provide ongoing access to Bayern’s Youth Academy curriculum.
FC Bayern will also establish Player Identification Programs throughout
the US to identify players that will go on trial in Germany every summer.
Since the announcement, the partnership is already well underway with
both parties having recently visited each other’s facilities, beginning with
GPS’s visit to Bayern Munich’s Youth Academy in late November. During
the comprehensive three-day workshop, GPS staff were hosted by FC
Bayern’s Academy Directors Wolfgang Dremmler and Michael Tarnat.
Shortly after, in early December, U16 FC Bayern Head Coach, Sebastian
Dremmler and Chief Scout, Jurgen Jung, in turn visited two of GPS’s
northern states in early December.

INTERNATIONAL HONORS (W GERMANY)
UEFA European Championship winner (1972)
FIFA World Cup Winner (1974)

FC BAYERN AFFILIATE PROGRAM
In conjunction with GPS, FC Bayern will be providing opportunities for
select clubs in the US to become FC Bayern affiliates.

INDIVIDUAL HONORS

For more information on the FC Bayern Affiliate program, please
contact Gavin MacPhee: gmacphee@globalpremiersoccer.com

German Footballer of the Year (1981)
European Footballer of the Year (1981)
UEFA Euro Team of the Tournament (1972)
FIFA World Cup A-Star Team (1974)
FIFA World Cup All-Time Team
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‘Developing World Champions –
FC Bayern’s Philosophy’
January 15 2015
3.45pm - 4.45pm, Section (CC 113A)

Find out more about FC Bayern at: youth@bayernmunich.com
fcbayernmunich.com/us/youth
facebook.com/FCBayernUS
Twitter @FCBayern
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PEP GUARDIOLA
HEAD COACH, FC BAYERN
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PHILOSOPHY

FC BAYERN SESSION

For the last five years, Pep Guardiola has captivated soccer fans around the
world with his exciting and unique style of play. Intricate, quickpassing, technical and possession and attack-minded soccer has become
synonymous with Guardiola’s soccer philosophy, and that influence has
very much been visible at FC Bayern since taking over as head coach in
2013.

VARIATIONS

At FC Bayern’s training grounds at the Säbener Strasse in Munich,
Guardiola’s intense and meticulous mind is on full display during the
team’s training sessions. They are as demanding as they are
rewarding. Player’s legs are trained as much as are their minds. The team
takes to the training pitch at least five times a week and
sometimes twice a day with morning and late afternoon sessions.
Regenerative sessions are also a part of the repertoire after games with
individual attention to players’ tactical roles and positions.
On matchday, FC Bayern let the ball do the talking, and in training it’s
much of the same. Guardiola prefers his players to train with the ball as
much as possible and emphasizes technique in his drills. Fundamental to
Guardiola’s philosophy is a player’s ability to react and adjust to
different in-match situations. Therefore, tactical understanding and technical execution are key to the development of his style of play.

- Restricted touches when in possession (2 touch to 1 touch play).
- The ball must go through one of the central players before going to
a target player.
- The ball must go through both of the central players before going to
an end player.
DETAIL
Pass quality - hit the ball firmly and accurately.
Body shape - always on the half turn in order to maximize visibility.
Understand the passing lanes.
PHASE 2 - Unopposed combination play to goal.
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PEP GUARDIOLA’S 5 CORRIDORS

FC BAYERN SESSION

P1

BALL MOVEMENT

P3

PLAYER MOVEMENT

Field is divided into 5 lanes of roughly equal length. Guardiola uses the
corridors as an organizational structure, as instruments players can use in
games to execute various tactical ideas.
A.
In scenario A, the outer and inner left corridors are used to effectively position players building out of the back and to recover after losing the ball.
The fundamental idea is that winger and fullback from same side can’t
ever be in same corridor.
Depending on position central defender takes up (here Boateng plays
out the back in far left corridor), the fullback and winger on his side must
position themselves in one or other available lanes.
The idea is that if the central defender is moving open, fullback should be
in next door lane inside (Lahm above), and winger in the wide lane, outside
(Ribery above), so that ball can be passed directly to him. If you achieve a
wide pass directly to winger you’ve bypassed opponent’s entire midfield. If
ball is lost, then fullback is inside and can close down space immediately.
B.
Illustrated in scenario B is the interchangeability in attacking patterns.
Part of Guardiola’s strategy is to “force opposition’s plans to change via
your own actions, to shake up their organizational structure.” Again, the
corridors serve as template for tactical repositioning of players
attacking a defense.
Above, the forward (Lewandowski) moves out of the center into the wide
right corridor, dragging with him the following opposition defender. In
turn, the attacking right winger (Müller cuts inside to attack the vacated
space in the middle.
Find out more: “Pep Confidential: Inside Pep Guardiola’s First Season at
Bayern Munich”, 2014
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DATE: November 30th 2014
LOCATION: Säbener Strasse
Session delivered to FC Bayern 1st team. Players in attendance included:
Bastian Schweinsteiger, Dante, Xherdan Shaqiri and Pierre Hojbjerg.

Build up play around the box to create scoring opportunities from crosses.

WARM UP - 15 minutes. Each player has 1 ball throughout.
Delivered by Fitnesss coaches Lorenzo Buenaventura and Andreas
Kornmayer.

VARIATIONS
- Rehearse play on both sides of the field.
- Various movement from P2 on mannequin (move left, move right).

PHASE 1 - 6 (RED) + 2 (GREEN) v 3 (YELLOW)

DETAIL
Pass quality - weight and direction of pass.
Movement off the ball - timing of runs, angles of runs.

T

PHASE 3 - 7 v 7

T

6 red and 2 green play against 3 defenders (yellow).
Red players stay on the perimeter of the playing space, green players stay
in the center of the playing space.
The aim is to move the ball from one target player (T) to the other
without losing possession of the ball.
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Free Play.
VARIATIONS
- Introduce the offside rule.
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